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YAGRS/MMA - 2023 REUNION HOTEL INFORMATION 

We have a signed contract with the Hyatt Regency Dulles 

Airport in Washington DC.   Dates are Monday, July 3 through 

Saturday, July 8, 2023.  Room rate is $129 a night plus13% 

room tax.  Tour descriptions/cost are listed on the registration 

form.  We have a  viewing room, in the hotel with reserved 

seats, for the evening of July 4th fireworks display. 

You can reserve a room by going to the link below. It is very 
easy and convenient. This link was previously sent out the 
Ships Coordinators for distribution. 

 https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/group-booking/DULLE/G-YAGR 

You can also reserve by calling 703-713-1234 and use the code G-YAGR.  REGISTER EARLY as we will not be able to increase the 
number of rooms when the room block is filled. Rooms reserved after that will be at the going rate. 

2023 REUNION WILL BE PATRIOTIC RED, WHITE & BLUE 
  
Memo from Lee Doyel 
I wish to reemphasis that the hotel contract at this reunion is more restrictive than those in previous reunions. The hospitality industry 
has recovered big time from the covid situation. They are more in the drivers seat than ever. It is harder for small groups to get a 
group rate deal. We had to make some adjustments/concessions this year (as last year) to the normal routine. So, as in the past be 
prepared to be flexible. One thing that is set firmly is the Hyatt will not give us additional rooms at the contract rate if we reach the 
number contracted for. Based on past YAGR attendance the daily blocked room numbers are in the graph below. As you see there is a 
maximum and minimum for each day of the reunion. If we fill the daily contracted number, additional room(s) rate will be at the going 
rate which will probably be over $200 a night. If we go under the contracted minimum, YAGRS will have to pay the difference. So if 
behooves everyone that is planning to go to the reunion to sign up early to preclude having to pay a non YAGR room rate. 
 
As you can see we have less rooms contracted for than in the past. This is based on the most recent attendance numbers. It is 
apparent that YAGRS is diminishing in numbers and it is becoming more difficult (ie time, effort, economic) to work up a viable 
reunion for decreasing numbers. With 2 persons per room we can accommodate a maximum of 120 and 100 minimum. Remember 
these numbers also include the Marlin Mariners who will be signing up for rooms and tours. 
 
Also you should be mindful that that some of the tours may have limited space. Therefore it is wise to commit early for a tour to 
ensure a space. If a tour fills up and cannot take any additional persons, I will use the date of the registration form to set priority for 
who gets to go on the tour. So the earlier you register the more likely you will get the tour. The fireworks and Marine parade are the 
two tours that are likely to fill up beyond capacity. So get your registration form in. As in the past the deadline for all tour sign up and 
banquet commitment is 30 days prior to the reunion date, which in this case is June 3, 2023. Jun 10, 2023 is the hotel “cut off date”  
 

http://www.yagrs.org/
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/group-booking/DULLE/G-YAGR


 
 
 
 
for returning any YAGR blocked rooms that have not been 
reserved and will be returned to the hotels general 
inventory. 
 
Reunion shirts may also be in jeopardy. Last year the vendor 
was gracious enough to print a fewer number than normal. 
Hopefully I can get them to do the same this year 
 
 
 
to right: pic from 
Davisville RI 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ship's  coordinators :  Lee Doyel 
Ship's coordinators maintain an email list that is used to forward memos from the chair and advance notices of reunion plans to crew 
members.  If you wish to be included, send an email to your ship's coordinator.  Due to various circumstances, I now need 
coordinators for AGR-1, 6, 7 & 9.  I can supply group lists to anyone who takes one of these ships.  Duties are not extensive.  Primarily 
forwarding what I put out to the ship's email list.
 
AGR-1     
AGR-2    Ralph Rappuhun  rrappuhn@aol.com 
AGR-3    Chuck Parker  chuckparker@gmail.com 
AGR-4    Steve Mierzejewsk   stevejackie43@gmail.com 
AGR-5    Bob Werstler  rdwerst@sbcglobal,net 
AGR-6     
AGR-7 
AGR-8    Ron Stasiak  ronstasiak@rocketmail.com 
 

 
AGR-9       
AGR-10    Paul Langenus  plangenus@cox.net 
AGR-11    George Sleeper   gsleeper@roadrunner.com 
AGR-12    Jesse Germany   jgermany31@gmail.com 
AGR-13     Richard Willhite   willys55nut@comcast.net 
AGR-14    Howard Oberstein howardoberstein@sbcglobal.net 
AGR-15    Lee Doyel  mldoyel@cox.net 
AGR-16     Frank McNamara   ec2sc1@comcast.net 

 
Dues Payment Form -  dues are $17/year 
Make checks out to YAGRS.  Mail to: 
      Ray Ostrowski, Treasurer 
      123 Barbara Dr., Newburgh NY  12550 
Ray can also be reached at: e-mail:  rayrosie@hotmail.com 
                                                 phone: 845-565-6243  cell: 845-245-5707 
 
Current membership year ends May 31, 2022. Highlighted date on  address label is the date your current membership expires.  If that date 
is 5/31/2022 or earlier, please update your membership by making a dues payment. Upon dues payment, you will receive an updated 
membership card and crew list.  Please complete the information below and mail to Ray Ostrowski with dues payment..  You may pay for 
more than one year. 
 
Name:_______________________________________________________Ship:__________________            
 
Address:_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
amount enclosed:________________Phone:________________________email:________________________ 
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